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Sunday 28 May 
Reached Norfolk Marine chandlery at Wroxham with five minutes to spare after a 
journey of 200 miles, and bought a pair of rond anchors.  Went more slowly on to 
Whispering Reeds Boat Yard at Hickling.  Dad set about rigging and packing lots of 
gear aboard while Jess and Pete made friends with the children at the Pleasure Boat Inn.  
When all was ready, ate a good meal at the pub and then set sail around 7.45pm.  
Overcast but dry and warm.  Easy run across Hickling Broad to nice isolated moorings 
at Deep Dyke.  Only two other boats there (and lots of midges).  Set up the tent and 
after limited exploring along the bank and watching the nice sunset, settled down for a 
rather unsettled night – the first time with all four aboard. 
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Monday 29 May
Various broods of ducklings checked us out during breakfast.  A stiff breeze blowing 
from the north, with a few yachts going past.  One, running south with way too much 
sail up, made a wild gybe and came within inches of smashing straight into the wooden 
piling at speed but somehow managed to miss.   
 

 
 
Set off about 10.15am to go back to Whispering Reeds to pay our fees.  A hard beat into 
the north-easterly out on the Broad and Kittiwake riding rather low at the bow with so 
much kit aboard.  Result – crew very wet from spray over the bow.  Great fun at first 
but laughs turned to tears as it went on and got colder.  All pleased to arrive and enjoy 
warmth and shelter of the north end of the Broad.  Crew got dry while the boatyard fee 
and Broads Authority toll were paid.  Bought milk and the last loaf of bread in the shop 
then had coffee and ice cream and sandwiches in the sun.  Kitted out fully in 
waterproofs and wellies this time and had a brisk run across the Broad with a reef in.  
Immediately regretted decision to leave second reefing line behind, and decided to take 
the main down to avoid gybes in Deep Dyke.  This proved tricky in limited space but 
once done, proceeded at good speed under jib alone.  Put main back up after turning 
into the narrow Meadow Dyke towards Horsey.  Managed to sail mostly with flukey 
and gusty winds.  Marsh Harrier and Hobby hunting over the reeds.  Got a bit stuck in 
reeds and willow in upwind sections, gaining lots of twigs in the boat.  Stubbornly 
refused to use the outboard and employed oars, towing from ashore and handing along 
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the bank to make progress.  Eventually worked our way into Horsey Mere but 
mistakenly tried to get across under jib alone.  Ended up against the reeds on the lee 
shore and resorted to outboard to get us in.  Came right up the dyke after nosing 
around and moored behind Pugwash, a Wayfarer with a blue tent – owners not aboard.  
Rigged the tent then went to look around Horsey Mill and the National Trust shop.   
 

   
 
Showers promised thankfully did not arrive.  Mum & Dad alternated on short walks on 
a path across the fields and marshes, while others settled in.  Reasonably comfy, though 
still blowy out on the Mere.  Dyke continued to fill up with boats, mostly yachts.  Good 
supper and Peter fell asleep during a story at 8.30pm.  Heavy showers and chilly 
overnight. 
 

   
 
Tuesday 30 May
Bacon and eggs slowed down the morning routine but well worth it.  Skipper’s hands 
feeling raw under the nails from too much packing and unpacking of gear.  Spent a 
while watching a large motor cruiser backing out of the dyke, resulting in a pan of hot 
water tipping over and bacon fat on the bottom boards (in genuine Titmouse fashion).   
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Towed Pugwash (W4256, crewed by David and David) out under power, then paused to 
put the main up with two reefs.  Just right on the open water, but then we struggled a 
bit to keep going in the dyke.  Cool and squally again.  Motored bits and explored reeds 
at the edge a bit more.  Pugwash with more sail up overtook us.  Excellent following 
breeze out on Heigham Sound to bowl us on down to the River Thurne.   
 

 
 
A few lively gusts got us quickly to Potter Heigham where we moored above the 
bridges - cold crew demanding a café.  Warmed up with hot chocolates then had a look 
round the wherry Albion, there for an open day.  Lowered the mast and came through 
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the bridges OK under power against a slight tide.  Re-rigged and crew sheltered under 
a tree during a vicious squall then set off again.  After not very long we were hailed by 
a lady in one of the chalets offering us tea as we looked miserable.  Dad was for 
pressing on but was over-ruled and in we went, after a gust had taken us a long way on 
before we could tack back.  Interesting house belonging to Liz and Barney, full of boat 
bits and a very warm woodburning stove.  Jessie enjoyed the swing in the sitting room 
slung off a beam!  Dodged a very heavy shower while there, then got on our way again 
under power in steady drizzle to seek a campsite.   
 

   
 
Moored at Repps and walked up the lane to be disappointed with a small muddy field 
with building works, and decided to go on to Thurne.  Chugged along there under 
power feeling cold and wet, and sent crew into the pub on arrival while the tent was 
rigged.  Had supper at the pub then went to recce the campsite.  Reasonable but rather 
open and windswept, quite a long carry for all the stuff and not a very inspiring base 
for two or three nights.  Our plan for the whole week changed as we faced up to 
carrying on sleeping in the boat instead!  Went back aboard and did lots of drying out, 
and by the time the beds were out we got quite snug. 
 
Wednesday 31 May 
After listening to the weather forecast (again delaying the arrival of better weather) and 
poring over maps, we decided on a day off in Norwich.  Method chosen was to motor 
to Womack Water and for Dad to jog 4 miles to get the car from Hickling.  Set to with 
this plan, leaving Thurne about 11am.  Squeezed in bow-on at Womack between two 
large cruisers.  Visited Dad’s old school in Norwich for the first time since leaving 20 
years ago, looked around the Cathedral and walked down the Close.  All feeling rather 
tired.  Came back to a quick supper of ready-cooked spag bol brought frozen in the cool 
bag.  Hil decided to go with Jess in the car along to a campsite at Potter Heigham to 
have a night ashore, but returned in gathering darkness having given up trying to put 
up an unfamiliar tent in clouds of midges.  All back on board again!  Children enjoyed 
playing football on the green while we sorted out lots of gear – making the most of a 
chance to dump stuff in the car.  Peter said he felt a bit embarrassed because our boat 
was so much smaller than all the others. 
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Thursday 1 June
After a disappointing weather forecast at 8.15, Phil took the car back to Hickling and 
jogged back again.  Packed up while younger crew checked out Star Wars toys in the 
Womack model shop.  Had a chat with a family launching a Canadian canoe and then 
set off in drizzle.   
 

   
 
Motored out to the river then sailed – disappointingly slow under full sail after the 
squalls and reefing of previous days.  The canoe overtook us.  Had to tack round some 
of the bends along the Bure.  Lots of motor cruisers being Hullabalooish.  By St Benet’s 
Abbey, Pete’s wobbly tooth came out suddenly, making him upset for a long while.  
Rainy and cold, and crew disgruntled.  Carried on with a longish motor to Horning, 
which was very busy.  Squeezed in the dinghy moorings and had a good lunch at the 
café just before it closed at 3pm, after going to look at Dad’s Granny’s old house just 
behind the staithe.  Had a fairly short wander round after lunch and then motored back 
to Ranworth in very little wind.  Found a space there in the dinghy dyke then the girls 
went off in search of a B&B, while the boys had a row and then a nice sail round the 
Broad.  Pete practised tacking and did really well.  All went to the B&B for cake and 
showers and then back for supper on board.  Only two people on board for sleeping 
made it positively luxurious and much easier.  A bit noisy on the staithe in the evening. 
 
Friday 2 June
Slept till 8.20am!  Peter went off for B&B breakfast while Phil had a quick one aboard 
while packing up and making lunch.  All ready to go when the shore party returned, 
but made a quick trip up Ranworth church tower first.  89 steps, 2 ladders and a trap 
door.  Enjoyed the views, though traffic jams on the spiral staircase going back down.   
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Set off under sail in T shirts in the sunshine – whoopee!  Had to motor at intervals up 
the dyke and along to the mouth of the Ant.  A lot narrower and still lots of motor 
cruisers.  Did a fairly smooth lowering of the mast at Ludham Bridge and got under 
way again on the far side without mooring up.  Stopped at How Hill for a picnic and 
run around on the grass.  On again to Barton Broad where we found better wind and 
had a nice tack up to Barton Turf.  Made a cup of tea and had a wander about, but 
reluctant to spend the night there.  The children had been promised 
knickerbockerglories as a reward for endurance, but there were none to be found there!   
 

   
 
Back onto the Broad then motored up the tiny dyke to Neatishead.  Houses varied from 
posh to fairly crumby – boats likewise.  Moorings all full except where a group of 
rowdies were settling in with beer and barbecues.  Decided to go back to Irstead, but 
getting towards 6pm and worried about not finding a space.  Found a nice little berth 
tucked in at the tiny staithe at Irstead.  One of the two cruisers left, and it was 
beautifully quiet.  Also very midgy, so stayed mostly in the tent apart from short walks 
out in the sunset.  Had a good supper including pancakes, the last of which was 
successfully tossed.  Played cards and then settled down to our last night, feeling 
cramped and tired.  Had an unsettled night with Jessie awake for a long time around 
5am.  May have heard a bittern booming in the dawn, but too tired to be sure. 
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Saturday 3 June
Had breakfast on the benches on Irstead green in glorious sunshine and did a last and 
rather hasty pack.  Under way by 9.30am – a record.  Motored up river then a nice beat 
again up Barton Broad.  Put Hil on one of the pontoons to take some photos.   
 

   
 
Motored along a wooded section of the river, then through a nice marshy area through 
the former Sutton Broad, sailing the last mile or so to journey’s end at Sutton staithe.  
Dad jogged for the car and then set to with lots of de-rigging and packing.  Man at the 
boatyard was not very friendly – we must have lowered the tone a bit with our 
mountains of stuff piled on the staithe in order to be able to pull her out.  Children were 
rewarded with not quite knickerbockerglories, but a good lunch at the pub, then set off 
on the long drive home. 
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